The exact appearance of your piece will be influenced by the grain and species of wood. Use these digital swatches as a guide and ask your DSI Finish Specialist for an actual sample.
To ensure stain color consistency throughout the primarily Amish woodworking community in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania, several wood finish suppliers and wood working material distributors agreed upon the Ohio Certified Stain criteria. This means that wood finishes with the same wood species name and OCS stain number will all be made using the same tint formula.

**Maple Stain Selection**

- 101 S2 Br Maple
- 111 Boston Br Maple
- 113 Michaels Br Maple
- 117 Asbury Br Maple
- 118 Antique Slate Br Maple
- 119 Cappuccino Br Maple
- 225 Mission Br Maple
- 226 Coffee Br Maple
- 228 Rich Tobacco Br Maple
- 227 Rich Chery Br Maple
- 229 Bing Cherry Br Maple
- 230 Onyx Br Maple
Because the numbered Ohio Certified Stain wood finish stain colors are consistent, consumers purchasing cabinets and wooden furniture from one outlet can be sure that they will get the same look when buying a piece of furniture or cabinetry from another vendor. These OCS finishing systems can be applied to wood of different species. Ask a DSI finishing rep for actual samples.

Cherry Stain Selection

104 Seely Cherry  
103 MX Cherry  
106 Acres Cherry  
107 Washington Cherry  
110 Med Cherry  
111 Boston Cherry  
113 Michaels Cherry  
117 Asbury Cherry  
118 Antique Slate Cherry  
119 Cappuccino Cherry  
OCS Natural Cherry